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The remarkable story of the last American spy of the Cold War: Aldrich “Rick” Ames, the most
destructive traitor in the history of the Central Intelligence Agency Tim Weiner, David Johnston,
and Neil A. Lewis, reporters for The New York Times, tell how the barons of the CIA could not
believe that its headquarters harbored a traitor. For years, the Agency was baffled by a wily
Russian spymaster who played a high-stakes chess game against the Americans, deceiving the
CIA into thinking that there were other moles—or no moles at all. It took nearly eight years for the
CIA to share the full facts of the scenario with the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Once they
knew those facts, the men and women of the FBI tracked Aldrich Ames day and night for nine
months before they arrested him. They tell their story here in astonishing detail for the first
time. The interviews are entirely on-the-record. There are no pseudonyms, anonymous quotes,
or invented scenes. The men betrayed by Ames were real people, and the stories of their lives
are the true history of the espionage game in the waning years of the Cold War.
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JEDrury, “The hunt for the Soviet mole in the CIA. Tim Weiner’s 1995 book “Betrayal” can be
described as a prequel to Ben McIntyre’s “The Spy And The Traitor” (2018) in that Weiner’s book
deals with Aldridge Ames, the American traitor, who outed the Russian KGB spy whose escape
from the Soviet Union is thrillingly detailed by McIntyre in his more recent book. Weiner’s “bad
guy good cop” journalism details the search for the CIA’s American mole who outed and caused
the deaths of more than a dozen Russian spies by the Soviets. The minutiae of the hunt, the
capture, the arrest and prosecution of this despicable mole grabs the reader’s attention rather
than the thrill of the Soviet’s hunt and then the Brits’ exfiltration described in McIntyre’s book.
Commendably, in the aftermath of the Ames scandal, Weiner’s confronts the politically charged
question of the raison d’etre of the CIA post Soviet Union and which is more comprehensively
dealt with in his 2008 book and which will be presumably addressed in a new book coming out
in June, 2020.”

Jan L. Booth, “CIA - Aldridge Ames. This is my second book I've read about Aldridge Ames. I
attended UW-River Falls and a building was named after Ames father. That got my interest. I
actually liked the book Assets, about Ames better. Spy stories are interesting to me. If you like
true stories,  this book should intrigue you.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A real life spy tale. The book chronicles 1 of the greatest
counterintelligence blenders in the United States. It's a no holds board look at what happened.
Very entertaining and fast moving.”

Hammarhead, “3 Writers Tell the Tale of Russia's Spy in the CIA. This is the 2nd book I have
read about A. Ames ( Also saw a movie dealing with how he was unmasked) & if you put the 2
books together a full picture emerges of a spy that should have been found out years before,
when he gave the KGB the names of those Russians spying for the USA ( See "The Billion
Dollar Spy"). This book focuses equally, in my opinion, on how he was discovered & the CIA/FBI
as well as on Ames himself.”

David Paton, “Great read that will piss you off!!!. Great read that will piss you off!!! I have
recommended this book to many and all responded with WTF!!!!! Generally, I am not an
advocate for capital punishment however, Ames is a major exception. Outstanding quote from
this book regarding how people are turned into spies, "Russians do it because of ideology and
Americans do it for money".  Sad reality!”

Bill, “Good read about a bright and twisted man.. Aldrich Ames is presented on many levels, as a
ruthless traitor of his country, a betrayer of the CIA, and a clever yet careless self-promoter.”



Avert Inc, “Another stupid set of spies. While this book tells the story of yet another set of
unintelligent spies one has to wonder if any of the intelligence agencies are able to catch the
smart spies. The years these people operate under the nose of the intelligence agencies never
fails to amaze me. But that is more of an editorial then a review. But, what can I say, this book just
tells the same story again with different names. An interesting story and not really up to being a
"page turner", but, it held my attention for a couple of nights.”

Peter, “Five Stars. makes you want to scream out loud, how did nobody notice he was a spy,
received his just desserts.”

SimonB18, “Excellent non fiction spy story. Although you know beforehand that they catch the
guy the excitement builds throughout the book. This is a very gripping story.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. A good study on a strange man.  Sad but informative.”

The book by Tim Weiner has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 105 people have provided feedback.
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